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Using Human Rights-based Approaches to
Support the Engagement and Empowerment of

Young People
Ann Taket, Deakin University, Victoria, Australia

Abstract: This paper explores questions about the ualue of human rights-based approaches in
suþþorting the engagement and etlpotuerment of young people. It will exaffiine how rights-
based approaches allotu education about ltwnan rigbts to taþe on tlte characteristics of trans-

formatiue learning, øith consequences for increased possibilities of engøgement of young þeoþle
in positiue social action both inside and outside the scbool setting. Key characteristics of rights-
based approaches are introduced and their connection to skills supþorting empowerment ex-
amined. Case studies of rights-based approaches from around the globe drawn from a wide
sþectrum of countries (including both north and south) are used to illustrate both positiue effects
and explore challenges and limitations. The worþ discussed in this þaþer sits at the intersection
of education, public heahh and heahh þromotion, ønd is underpinned by ualues of social iustice,
e Edty and p art iciþ dt ion.

Keywords: Human Rights, Rights-based Aþproaches, Engagement, Emþowerment, Citizensbip,
Resilience

INTRODUCTION

sing ongoing research and critical interrogation of past published research, this paper
explores the value of human rights-based approaches (RBAs) in supporting the engage-
ment and empowerment of young people. It will explore how RBAs allow education
about human rights to take on the characteristics of transformative learning (Mezirow
Ec Taylor 2011), leading to increased potential for engagement of young people in

positive social action both inside and outside the school setting. Key characteristics of right-
based approaches are introduced and their connection to skills supporting empowerment will
be examined. Case studies of RBAs from around the globe are used to illustrate both positive
effects and explore challenges and limirations. The work discussed in this paper sits at the in-
tersection of education, public health and health promotion, and is underpinned by values of
social justice, equity and participation. The paper begins by introducing a number of key concepts
and then moves on to briefly overview human rights and the notion of RBAs. It then introduces
five case srudies and explores the evidence on their outcomes. The concluding section highlights
implications for practice, in education, public health, and health promotion.

Empowerment, Engagement and Autonomy

Empowerment, engagement and autonomy are key concepts utilised within this paper. The
definition of empowerment used is: "Empowerment is a multi-dimensional social process that
helps people gain control over their own lives", (Page & Czuba 1999, p. 1). For engagement,
the paper draws on the work of the Canadian Centre of Excellence for Youth Engagement:
"Youth engagement is the meaningful participation and sustained involvement of a young
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person in an activiry, with a focus outside of him or herself" (www.engagementcentre.ca). For
autonomy, the succinct definition by Marmot (t994, page 2) is used: "Autonomy-how much
control you have over your life". It is important to recognise that there are mâny other definitions
of these concepts, and while some are nuanced variations or the above, others have quite dif-
ferent theoretical roots in terms of ontology and/or epistemology. Space precludes a detailed
exploration here, but the challenges this can pose are well illustrated by considering Arnstein's
ladder of citizen participation (Arnstein 1.999) depicted in Figure 1. This describes eight distinctly
different forms that participation can take, only some of which, at higher rungs of the ladder
can be said to match with the 'meaningful' participation referred to in the definition of youth
engâgement given here.

Empowerment, engagement and autonomy are important for health, wellbeing and quality
of life. Evidence on the importance of empowerment for health outcomes comes from the review
conducted by l7allerstein (2006) which demonstrates that: empowering initiatives lead to im-
proved health outcomes (both directly and indirectly); this requires the inclusion of capacity
building within the initiative; and, successful empowering initiatives must be created or adapted
to local contexts, e.g. gender and culture appropriateness. Marmot (2004) summarises the im-
portance of autonomy as follows: 'autonomy .. ,-and the opportunities you have for full social
engagement and participation are crucial for health, well-being and longevity' (Marmot 2004:
2). Marmot's careful review of research (his own and others') demonstrates not only that
autonomy has an important effect, but also that this is separate and distinct from effects due
to other risk factors.

Figure 1: Arnstein's ladder of citizen participation
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Human Rights-The Universal Declaration and the Convention on the Rights of
the Child

" our contemþorary human rights system is heir to demands for human dignity throughout
history and across cubures. It exþresses tbe enduring elements of the world's great philo-
sophies, religions and cuhures", Boutros Boutros Ghali, former UN Secretary-General
quoted in AHRC 2009, page t

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) was adopted by the member srares of
the UN in L948, and thereafter the global human rights system has been progressively developed
through the formulation of a wide variety of human rights instruments, including treaties,
conventions and covenants, These come into force when they are ratified by a specific number
of member states, and those states that have ratified them then are obligated to report progress
towards achieving them. Ic is worth noting the incredible achievement represented by obtaining
the support of all UN member states for the UDHR, and it is this that provides one reason for
the value ofhuman righrs as a basis for powerful advocacy.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) was adopted in on 20 November 1989
and came into force on 2 September 1990; a summary of the key rights it covers is given in
Table 1. The CRC has the greatest number of ratifications out of all the human rights instruments
in the global system. rù(/ithin the CRC, 'child' is used to mean 'not legally adult', i.e. covers
groups that are nowadays usually referred to as adolescents and young people as well as those
age groups that are usually understand by the term'child'. From Table 1, i¡ can be seen thar
the rights listed include access to a Íarrge of resources, good and services that are essential for
achieving and maintaining health and development of children. Education about human rights
represents one important âvenue to supporting children in achieving development to the fullest,
and enabling them to participate in all aspects of life and this is explicitly covered in CRC article
29 on the'aims of education'.

Human rights have certain common features. They are founded on respect for dignity and
worth of each person. They are universal, meaning applying equally and without discrimination
to all people; this provides a very powerful basis for grounding individual or social action in
many spheres of life. Human rights are also inalienable, no one can have his or her human
rights taken away; they can however be limited in specific situations, for example the right to
liberry can be restricted if a person is found guilty of a crime by a court of law, and rights like
freedom of movement may be limited to protect public health, for example in some situations
involving highly contagious diseases. Fluman rights are also indivisible, interrelared and inter-
dependent; thus, it is insufficient to respect some human rights and not others, violation of one
right will often affect respect for several other rights, and human rights should be seen as having
equal importance and being equally essential to respect for the digniry and worth of every
person.

Table 1: Key Rights in the Convention on the Rights of the Child

. Play l. Life
¡ Shelter l. Protection from abuse, exploitation and. Education I discrimination
. Health lo Full participation in family, cultural and
¡ Food and water I social life
¡ Development to the fullest extent l. Legal, civil and social prorecrion
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It is important to note the claim made in in the quote from Boutros Boutros Ghali that began
this section, that the human rights in the UDHR and other instruments are not bound to a

specific culture or religion. The drafting group responsible for the UDHR, chaired by Eleanor
Roosevelt was in fact diverse in cultural terms and a chronology of human rights (Levinson
2003) traces explicit links throughout history in the major world religions. This has been con-
tested however, and this has led to regional developments in for example Africa and the Middle
East that aim to address specific issues, a more detailed discussion of these regional points of
difference can be found in Taket (201.2).

"'V{here, after all, do uniuersal human rights begin? In small places, close to home-so close
and so small that they cannot be seen on any map of the world. Yet they are the world of
the indiuidual þerson: the neighborhood he liues in; the school or college he attends; the

factory, farm or office wbere he works. Sucb are the þlaces where euery man, tuoman, and
child seeks equal justice, equal oþportunity, equal dignity without discrimination. Unless
these rights haue meaning there, tbey haue little meaning anywhere. Without concerted
citizen action to uphold them close to bome,we shall look in uain for progress in the larger
øorld." Eleanor Roosevelt at the presentation of 'IN YOUR HANDS: A Guide for Com-
muniry Action for the Tenth Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Righrs',
Thursday, March 27,1958 10:00 a.m. United Nations, New York, quoted from the
Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt Institute's web site www.udhr.org

Eleanor Roosevelt, in the quote above, illustrates the importance of individual knowledge abour
human rights, and the importance of citizen action in achieving progress towards human rights,
Public awareness of human rights remains low however as the first couple of minutes of the
documentary on'What are our human rights?'produced by the American-based NGO 'United
for Human Rights' graphically illustrates (http://www.humanrights.com/#/home).

Rights-based Approaches

Since the early L990s there has been a growing body of work exploring RBAs within public
health and other relared disciplines that are concerned with seeking reductions in health inequities
(Taket201,2). RBAs are summarised by Singh (2010) as having in common four principles: aim
for the realisation of rights without discrimination; accountabiliry to rights-holders by dury-
bearers; recognition of importance of participation in process; adaptation to local context. The
value of right-based approaches has been well established in a number of arenas including im-
proving access to health services for different disadvantaged groups, improving global access
to essential medicines, improving treatment of and services for people with HIV/AIDS as well
as tackling discrimination (Taket 20t2). This paper now turns to examine five case studies of
the use of RBAs in working with young people.
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Case Studies-Work¡ng with Young People

Table 2 summarises key features of the five case studies. These each relate to differenr pro-
gramme/initiatives involving young people. They are chosen from around the globe, and all of
them include specific elements related to providing young people with knowledge about human
rights; however it was only in case 1 that this was the sole purpose of the programme. All five
case studies also have been subiect to some evaluation; in the discussion that follows, the paper
draws on published reports and papers, and in the case of two of the case studies (3 and 4) in
which the author was involved, also draws on unpublished data in the form of field notes from
the author and other members of the research teams involved.

lndia-Human Rights Education rn Scåools in Tamil Nadu

Bajaj (20121present results from a srudy of the work of an Indian NGO, the Institute of Human
Rights Education, who carried out curriculum design, and then provided resources and training
for teachers to deliver human rights education in government schools. The course is delivered
across three years to pupils aged 11 to 15, involving rwo hours a week and involves interactive
feafures such as stories, participatory activities and discussion questions to promote investigation
into school and community realities. In later years of schooling clubs and summer camps are
available. The course is presently in use in 18 states and more than 3500 schools across India.

Baiaj's study identified four types of impact on students, in decreasing order of frequency:
attempts to intervene in situations of abuse; educating others and spreading awareness about
human rights; personal changes; reporting (or threatening to report) abuse. The significance of
the impacts reported is illustrated by two examples, the first of a successful intervention, and
the second of a personal change in the life of one srudent:

Table 2: Overview of the Five Case studies

Case Location and
setting

Ag"
grouP

Focus References and sources

1 India, Tamil
Nadu, schools,
clubs and camps

15tot1 Fluman rights education in Baiai Q072)

2 South Africa,
schools

8to12 Learning and developing skills
to facilitate mobilisation
around issues affecting
schools and communities

Goldstein et al (2001)
Soul Ciry (2005)
Health and Development
Africa Pty (2008)

-) UK, schools 1.1. to 1.7 Mental, physical and social
health needs

Taket and Edmans (2003)
Taket er al (2002)
Author's field notes

4 UK, variety of
setungs

to t710 Active learning for active
citizenship

Annette and Mayo (2010)
Bedford et al (2006)
Mayo and Rooke (2006,
2008)
Author's field notes

5 Bolivia, variety oÍ
settlngs

Not
specified

Educational and life-skills
needs of streer and working
children

Picard (2005)
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"After reading human rights education in 6'h,I ouerheard inmy area that a neigbbor was
planning to kill their netuborn girl baby. I formed a grouþ of classmates and we went to
their home. V(/e explained to the lady lthat this is turongl, but the father didn't acceþt. He
scolded us and slaþþed us. We told [him] that the child also has a right to life, you should
not þill the child. We said,'If you are going to kill the cbild,ute will complainto the þolice,
we won't moue from this area.'We will stand here and øøtch what you are doing with this
child.' Often we used to go to that horne and watch that child. But noru that child is older
and is euen studying in school." (focus group, };4.ay 22,2009, quoted in Bajaj 2072 page
771

"Some parents show off their children's talent whereas my family was not euen willing to
accept it. Once I took part in a dance þrogram at school and I was beaten uery badly at
home after. They said,'How can you giue uþ your honor for a dance program?' What
happened was that slowly I started telling them thøt,'This is my right and I should be able
to express myself euen through an art form,like dance.' Slou.tþ, they acceþted that I could
do a dance on stdge for school, and when I did, a lot of people came and dþþreciated
saying,'You are a brilliant dancer' and things liþ.e that. So after that, they let me dance
and now tbey let me follow my þdssion. If anyone had to asþ. me something tbat I will
neuer forget in my life,I would tell them about this HRE program." (individual interview,
lr4ay 20,2009 quoted in Bajaj 201,2,page76\

Bajai Q01,2) reports that the majority of students and teachers involved in the study identified
substantial impact. She concludes that the education had 'transformative force', knowledge
and values related to human rights were internalized and action taken based on this. Bajaj
(2012) also provides examples of how the teachers changed as a result of their training.

Soutä Africa-Soul Buddyz and the Soul Buddyz Clubs

The second case study is based on the work of a South African NGO, the Soul City Institute
for Health and Development Communication, who specialise in 'Edutainment' designed to
convey health information and prompt behaviour change. Soul Buddyz is a multimedia inter-
vention targeting children aged 8 to 15. It has a number of distinct components: a TV drama,
Soul Buddyz; a radio programme with drama, and interactive talk berween children and adults;
Lifeskills Booklet for Grade 7 school students; Soul Buddyz Clubs in primary schools for 8-to
L2 year olds, created after the response to the TV drama of children wanting to be Soulbuddyz;
a realiry TV programme, 'Buddyz on the Move' which showcases Soul Buddyz Club activities;
and finally complementary materials and messaging for parents and care-givers of children are

also part of the intervention.
Soul Buddyz Clubs were established in2002, aiming to help children learn and develop skills

that would facilitate mobilisation around issues affecting them, their schools and community.
By 2004, there were 1900 clubs nationally. Club activities include weekly club meetings: dis-
cussing and debating issues from the Soul Buddyz Club monthly newsletter; projects relating
to various health and development issues like HIV and AIDS; doing research within communities
about issues which affect children; preparing dramas and presenting these within their schools;
monthly and quarterly competitions. As Goldstein et al (2001) identify, the rights in the CRC
âre actively used in the programme, each topic covered in the TV drama relates to a specific
right. The Buddyz Clubs provide their members with the opportunity to plan and take action
on local issues in the school or community. Evaluation (Soul City 2005) demonstrates that the
clubs are attractive to all cultural groups andare successful in skilling students to plan and take
âctlon:

40
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" Soul Buddyz Club addresses a Øide range of social challenges-members are giuen a slot
euery Wednesday during assembly to address other learners on issues such as drug and
alcohol abuse, b ullying" (Facilitator)

"Soul Buddyz plays an imþortdnt role in add ressing issues such as bullying+ue ltaue a
problem of ouer age learners ønd they tend to take aduantage of young ones. This is
something that could not be addressed by any other club" (Principal)

" Soul Buddyz is different from other clubs because it teaches learners to become leaders.
These þ.ids are not afraid of anything,they are uery articulate" (Educator)

All quores from Soul City (2005), page 36

A wide range of successful activities are reported in clubs, including: action on litter; development
of vegetable gardens; and action on bullying and abuse. Improvements in student discipline are
also reported (Soul Ciry 2005).

UK: Face 2 Face-AYoung People's lndependent Access Clinic

Face 2 Face was situated in a deprived urban area that was undergoing a substantial regeneration
programme (Taket and Edmans 2003). The author led the team of external evaluarors who
worked with the regeneration programme to skill up community members to parricipate in
evaluation and also to carry out evaluation of some components, Face 2 Face focussed on
mental, physical and social health needs, it was developed following a participatory rapid ap-
praisal amongst young people carried out on one of the large housing estate in the area and
involved services delivered via a 'hub and spoke' model, with the spokes in secondary schools
within the area. Services included: one to one support, facilitated groups and drop-ins. Major
areas covered included sexuality and sexual health, drugs and alcohol, bullying and srress.
Young people's rights were explicit in the project in a number of ways, firstly in terms of
providing young people with independent access to services in their own right without involve-
ment of parent and offering confidentialiry, as well as in the explicit stance taken by all Face
2Face workers in their interaction with individuals and in group facilitation. This was incidentally
a challenge to the ethics clearance for the evaluation, where the ethics committee initially wanted
to impose seeking of parental consent to young people's participation in the evaluation, some-
thing which was successfully argued would completely undercut the young people's rights as
well as breach the confidentiality offered by the servrce.

The evaluation of Face 2 Face (Taket et al'2002) included a baseline survey and follow-up
survey after the service had been running for a while (the survey included both users and non-
users of the service), plus interviews, focus groups, observation, and projects carried out by the
user group such as a video they produced on views of the service. The evaluation demonstrated
success in reaching young people most in need, particularly those experiencing bullying; the
baseline survey found significantly poorer levels ofhealth in those experiencing bullying.

The process evaluation demonstrated the importance of the relationships between young
people and Face2Face workers being rights-based and non-directive. This is illustrated by the
example of one particular srudent's experience, extracted from field notes. Emma (a pseudonym)
was a young white 15 year old, who was newly identifying herself as a lesbian. The first time
Emma approached the drop-in, she was surrounded by dozens of students grabbing and com-
pleting a quiz on drug use. Surrounded by these studenrs, Emma yelled, "Hey, I go to see

[counsellor's name]". One of the workers replied "That's great". Then Emma disappeared, For
four or five weeks, Emma would walk by the drop-in but not speak to the workers. One
worker would try to find excuses to walk down the hallway alone in case Emma wanted to
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speak to her confidenti ally, away from any other students at the drop-in. Finally, one day while
one worker was providing confidential advice in a closed office, Emma approached the other
(an American working with the project) and asked, "Hey, where are you from?" They talked
about California until the other worker returned to the drop-in table. At the end of the hour,
they suggested Emma come back next week, and she began to come regularly. One worker
developed a relationship that provided the safery for Emma to come out to the drop-in team.
The worker was then able to tell her about youth groups for young lesbians. Emma also joined
a youth group in Face 2 Face and became the clear leader of the group, bringing along other
friends who needed extra support. For Emma, the drop-in clearly gave her the means of seeking
the support she needed from Face2Face, which included what she gained from the drop-in itself;
as she said in a formal interview, "You can tell Face 2 Face things you can't tell other people".

UK: Active Learning for Active Citizenship

Active learning for active citizenship (ALAC) was a citizenship learning programme (ìíood-
ward2004\, delivered over2004-2006 through the activities of teams based in seven regional
hubs who worked with different groups in different ways. Learning was shared amongst hubs
through regular meetings, some of which involved an external steering group on which the
author sat, and external evaluators facilitated a participatory evaluation of the programme
(Mayo and Rooke 2006, 2008). ALAC used a community development-based approach and,
as its title implies, was based around notions of action or participatory learning; its main focus
was adults but young people were included in a variety of ways in two of the hubs, picking up
young people who were not regular attenders at school: young carers and young migrant
workers.

The community development ethos of ALAC meant that the hubs worked with different
groups in different ways to respond to their pârticular issues and needs, however as Mayo and
Rooke (2006) identify, education about rights was an important element in the activities of all
hubs. The evaluation demonstrated successful outcomes in terms of a wide variety of different
ways; individuals and groups were empowered to become active citizens and increase their en-
gagement at levels from the very local, self, family neighbourhood, right up to the global level.

Three quotes from young people involved illustrate some of the outcomes, in particular in
countering discrimination (last rwo quotes):

"I haue deueloped the driue to make change and the confidence to influence. At the same
time I haue been building up my knowledge of knowing where to influence."

" Meeting different people on the course was really useful. For tne as d Ghanaian, I thinþ
we should get more inuolued in euents by other communities. For instance I saw notices
about a pdrty for Eid. Anyone could go [participant tuas not Muslim] but I wasn't sure
about going. But after going on the course I thought I uould try it, and I went and bad a
grectt time, euen though there weren't many þeoþle there."

"Listening to peoþle's personal experiences was mind bloøing to hear. Now I try not to
haue preconceþtions-now I think let's just see uhat this person is about and I realise that
you can't instantly recognise tuho you haue things in common with."

Although ALAC programme funding ceased after rlvo years, activities continued in a number
of forms, leading to the Take Part programme that followed ALAC, based on the national
framework for active learning for active citizenship (Bedford et al 20061 and its evaluation
(Miller and Hatamian 2010), which is still ongorng.
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CARE Bolivia Alternative Youth Education IAYE¡

The final case study is of Alternative Youth Education (AYE), a programme developed by the
NGO CARE Bolivia (Picard 2005). AYE's aim was to tackle the educational and life-skills
needs of street and working children in Bolivia by means of a tailored curriculum delivered in
night classes. This was piloted in 7'experimental'schools inLaPaz and El Alto and then later
incorporated into 47 other educational units in seven of the nine departments that form Bolivia's
administrative regions, The AYE curriculum aimed for empowerment, especially of young
women' through strengthening self-worth and identity, providing knowledge of rights, as citizens,
and also ofsexual and reproductive health rights. Leadership and peer education training was
also provided for older young people. lØider work was also carried our in support of AYE's
aims with teachers and parents. As their self-evaluation argued:

"Child or youth labour is a structutal problem tltat exists in Boliuian society, due to the
conditions of extreme pouerty. As a result, a rigbts-based approach had to utorþ intention-
ally in the context of educatiue political structures in order to pless them to assume their
responsibilities. Therefore the proiect opened doors to other actors in ciuil society who
tuere *ble to þromote the exercise of igbts. For example, CARE høs been working witlt
the Ministry of Education, tlte National Ombudsman, the Directorates of Ahernatiue
Education and of Youth and Adolescents, among otbers." (quoted in picard 2005, page
7)

The CARE example is an interesting one, as the AYE programme was iust one example of a
programme planned and executed using Care's six principles of a RBA: they take a RBA to
mean a deliberate and explicit focus on enabling people to achieve the minimum conditions for
living with dignity-in other words, achieving their human rights. CARE adopted six programme
principles in 2003 that they argued encapsulate a RBA: promote empowerment; work in part-
nership with others; ensure accountability and promote responsibiliry; address discrimination;
promote the non-violent resolution of conflicts; and finally. seek sustainable results.

CARE's RBA was subiected to an evaluacion through examination of L6 differenr CARE
programmes across the globe (Picard 2005). Comparison of the 16 programmes suggesrs a
continuum of RBAs in practice that encompasses: research, analysis, and diagnosis; dialogue
and awareness raising; planning for action, proposing solutions and preparing the ground; and
finally, taking action. Not all CARE programmes had progressed to the srage of taking action
at the time of the evaluation, but the majority were able to increase knowledge of rights and
responsibilities. Categorising individual interventions along this continuum so rhar ir can be
visualised how they might evolve proved a useful exercise. Although it breaks down into four
categories, there is overlap between the continuum's categories and many of their programmes
moved in a sequence of steps along it.

Reading Across the Cases-The Value of RBAs

There were common findings from the evaluations of CARE (Picard 2005) and ALAC (Mayo
and Rooke 2006,2008;Annette and Mayo 2010). First was the need for more time and supporr
than for many conventional proiects. Obtaining support of key stakeholders was not always
possible at the outset, and required persistence, advocacy, transparency and negotiation. Any
effort to raise awareness of rights and responsibilities relating to the problems facing marginalised
groups must include rights holders and duty bearers, both of whom are equally capable of
transformation. Attention needs to be paid to assessing, managing and taking risk; this is relevant
to staff and citizen groups alike. Variery and flexibility in use of participatory merhods was
required.
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Both CARE and ALAC identified the need differentiate populations more systematically and
analyse inequities and power relations. This extends to disaggregating within marginalised or
excluded groups by gender and other relevant categories. This type of investigation relies for
its validity on the participation of marginalised Broups. Human rights legislation or frameworks
were not always explicitly involved. In some cases human rights were incorporated into com-
munity education. In other examples, rights language was minimised in favour of tapping into
relevant values, beliefs, and principles of local cultures to achieve more equitable treatment of
excluded groups. Thus very importantly, tactical decisions were required as to the extent to
which it was appropriate to use rights and rights language explicitly.

Both CARE's evaluation (Picard 2005) and that of ALAC (Mayo and Rooke 2006) showed
a number of promising signs of change: duty bearers who responded to pressures or demands
of marginalised groups; a gteateÍ ability to broach and discuss issues of inequity; communities
that have taken control over decision making processes; and marginalised groups no longer
voiceless or faceless. Both reports sound some notes of caution: about the sustainable impact
in the medium to longer term, about whether the complexity of power relations was fully
grasped in some cases and about what happens once CARE or ALAC is no longer available as

an external facilitator.
Each of the five case studies considered here resulted in increased engagement and empower-

ment of young people, achieving 'full' or 'meaningful' participation up on the upper rungs of
Arnstein's ladder, and demonstrating the value of RBAs. All of them identify the importance
of contextual factors, at a variety of levels, in mediating the impacts achieved, the use of RBAs
and knowledge about human rights provides no magic bullet to guarantee the removal of social
rnjustrce.

In terms of understanding the positive effects achieved, from reading across the different
evaluations a number of elements seem particularly important. One very important feature is
the incorporation ofparticipatory activities into the delivery-problem based learning, experiential
learning, action learning. Second was the efforts made to build young people's autonomy and
self-worth. Third was the qualiry of the relationships berween adults and the young people
concerned, characterised by authenticity and respect. Human rights with the characteristic of
universality and their application to all without discrimination provided a strong basis for all
of these.

Knowledge of human rights thus provides a helpful resource for those seeking action towards
social justice, as well as enormous personal benefit for individuals, as all the case studies illus-
trated. Implications include the value of incorporating human rights education in schools, but
also seeking relevant ways of providing such education in settings outside schools as in case

studies 4 and 5. The education provided can be pure human rights education (case study L) or
as part of other subjects, such as citizenship, health promotion, or public health as other case

studies demonstrate.
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